HUNTER SEEDING

(3 POINT Hitch) MODEL

HUNTER 600 – 800

PLANTING TIPS

A PRODUCT OF

PLOTMASTER™ Systems, LLC.
Wrightsville, GA 31096

1-478-864-9108 or 1-888-629-4263
CULTIPACKER ASSEMBLY

STANDARD SET-UP WHEN ATTACHED TO THE PLOTMASTER

IN THIS POSITION YOU CAN DO A VARIETY OF JOBS

1) PRE-PLOTTING - BREAK A FIELD AND USE THE DRAG BAR TO EVEN THE SOIL
2) UNWRAP THE GRATING COMPLETELY FOR A FINER INFIELD FINISH
3) GRADE WOODS ROADS
4) FOLD DOWN PACKER FOR COMPACTION OF WOODS ROAD
5) LEVEL DRIVEWAYS
6) DISC FIREBRAKS

THE PINS LOCATED ON THE DRAG BAR SHOULD BE REMOVED PRIOR TO UNFOLDING THE CULTIPACKER BACK SO THAT THE PACKER FLOWS WITH THE TERRAIN WHEN IN THE DOWN POSITION.

(PINS CAN BE STORED IN MANUAL TUBE FOR LATER USE)

UNPINNED POSITION IS USED DURING LEVELING AND ALSO PLANTING LARGER SIZE SEEDS

(SEE NEXT PAGE FOR PLANTING OF SMALLER SEEDS)
CULTIPACKER ASSEMBLY

SHOWN WITH DRAG AND PACKER ARM PINNED IN STRAIGHT POSITION

THIS SET-UP IS DESIGN FOR PLANTING AND PACKING TINY SEEDS SUCH AS CLOVERS, ALPHAFEAST, CHICORYS ETC. SPECIFICALLY FOR ANY SEED THAT DOESN’T NEED TO BE PLANTED DEEPER THAN 1/4”

THE PINS LOCATED ON THE DRAG BAR SHOULD BE REMOVED PRIOR TO UNFOLDING THE CULTIPACKER

PINS NEED TO BE PLACED OVER PACKER FRAME ARM LOCKING THE DRAG AND PACKER FRAME AS ONE

UNPINNED POSITION IS USED DURING LEVELING AND ALSO PLANTING LARGER SIZE SEEDS

(SEE NEXT PAGE FOR PLANTING OF MEDIUM SEEDS)
SHOWN WITH DRAG AND PACKER ARM PINNED IN STRAIGHT POSITION
W/METAL GRATING UNWRAPPED (1) TIME

THIS SET-UP IS DESIGN FOR PLANTING AND PACKING MEDIUM SEEDS SUCH AS
SOYBEANS, COW PEAS, ETC..SPECIFICALLY FOR ANY SEED THAT
NEEDS TO BE PLANTED BETWEEN 1/2” TO 5/8”

THE UNWRAPPING OF THE METAL DRAG ONE TIME GIVES YOU 12” OF DRAG
TO PULLL THE LOOSE SOIL BACK OVER THE SEED BEFORE PACKING AND W/O
COVERING THE SEED TOO DEEP

For larger seeds that require deeper planting the Metal Drag can be unwrapped fully if the
desired depth is not achieved with the single unwrap & unpin the drag/packer
*HELPFUL HINT ON PLANTING SMALLER SEEDS*

When planting seeds such as, clover, rape, vetch, turnips etc. Using a filler such as oil absorb or basic kitty litter, helps create air pockets and keeps the tiny seed from packing around the Versa brush. Also, by using this as an additive it ensures your pounds per acre on very tiny seed as well as holds moisture in the soil for seeds that only require ¼” planting depth or less and too, it is lofty enough that it does not bind the Versa Brush. Using additives such as dirt or sand is NOT recommended as the density is greater and can cause damage to your Seeding System.

Additional Seeding Note:

For lofty seed (Wheat, Rye, Oats, Grasses etc…) it may be necessary to remove the Augur Shield inside the seeder (this is the scalloped plate that covers the Spiral Brush) so that the seeds do not bridge between the brush and the shield causing the motor to stall.

The reason that this happens is the dispense rate of these seeds is less than that of the motor revolution rate. This sometimes happens with various types of Soybeans as well but by removing the shield the issue is rectified.
WHEN PLANTING WITH GRAIN DRILL USE THE METAL DRAG IN THE HALF UNWRAPPED POSITION WITH THE PINNED ARM SETUP ON THE DRAG/PACKER FOR SOIL COVERAGE INTO THE FURROWS AND PACKING OF THE SOIL OVER THE SEED FOR OPTIMAL GERMINATION.
SHOWN WITH GRAIN DRILL ATTACHMENT ATTACHED

Steps for setting up the drill

1) MOVE THE REAR DICS TO THE CENTER
2) MOVE THE CENTER PLOW TO THE REAR
3) ATTACH THE EXTRA “S” TINES TO THE PLOW
   • (3) ON THE 6’ FOR (6) ROWS ON THE 600
   • (3) ON THE 8’ FOR (8) ROWS ON THE 800
4) ATTACH THE DISPENSING BARS UNDERNEATH THE SEEDERS
5) ATTACH SEAL OFF SHIELDS
6) CONNECT FLEX HOSE TO DISPENSING BAR METAL TUBES
7) AFFIX THE FLEX HOSE W/METAL TUBE SPOUT TO “S” TINES
PLOTMASTER™ SYSTEMS, LLC. PROVIDES A ONE-YEAR WARRANTY AGAINST ANY MANUFACTURER’S DEFECTS.

PRODUCT NOT WARRANTED AGAINST CUSTOMER MISUSE OF PRODUCT.

BE SURE TO FILL OUT AND RETURN YOUR WARRANTY CARD ACCOMPANIED BY THE SERIAL# (LOCATED ON THE FRONT OF YOUR UNIT)

The Plotmaster™ can be found on the web at:

www.theplotmaster.com

e-mail plotmastersystems@gmail.com

Or

Drop us a line at:
Plotmaster™ Systems, LLC.
PO Box 111
Wrightsville, Ga. 31096